WHYY's Programming Offers Food, Laughter and Discovery This Fall

From a hilarious live taping of Radio Times and a thrilling exploration of campaign finance ahead of the coming election to a delightful food series featuring the region's top chefs, WHYY’s fall programming connects each of us to the world’s richest ideas while cultivating open conversations about challenging and thought provoking topics.

The line-up includes:

Programming

(WHYY-TV) **Circus: American Experience**
October 8 & 9, 2018 at 9:00 p.m.
Drawing upon a vast and richly visual archive and featuring a host of performers, historians and aficionados, The Circus follows the rise and fall of the gigantic, traveling tented railroad circus and brings to life an era when Circus Day would shut down a town and its stars were among the most famous people in the country. This mini-series also features Philadelphia as the home of the 1st circus in the United States at 12th and Market.

Events:
Registration for all events available at: WHYY.org/events
**WHYY Members get a discount on tickets to this event with the code: ILOVEWHYY**

**Radio Times Improv**
September 18, 2018 at 6:00 p.m.
WHYY Studios
Use code "ILOVEWHYY" for $5 off of registration
Join Marty Moss-Coane and Philadelphia’s own comedians Kristin Finger, Darryl Charles and Shannon Fahey for a Radio Times interview like none other. Be ready for laughs as Marty learns the basics of improv comedy and sets the stage for an evening of theatrics.

**Dark Money—FREE**
September 24, 2018 at 6:30 p.m.
WHYY Studios
Enjoy a preview screening of the new documentary Dark Money, which turns the story of campaign finance into a political thriller. Then, join WHYY Reporter/Fresh Air contributor Dave Davies; Derek Green - Councilperson, Philadelphia; Aubrey Montgomery - American Association of Political Consultants and Shane Creamer - Executive Director at Philadelphia Board of Ethics as they discuss the influence of corporate funding on local elections here in Philadelphia and answer the question: can state and local governments be controlled by those with deep pockets?

**WHYY Food Series**
Cuba Cooks
October 9, 2018 at 6:00 p.m.
Cuba Libre, Philadelphia
Get a taste of Chef Pernot’s new cookbook Cuba Cooks with featured cocktails and small plates not on the regular menu and learn about his latest effort to uncover the contemporary cuisine of Cuba.

Lost Bread Co.
October 18, 2018 at 6:00 p.m.
Lost Bread Warehouse, Philadelphia
Register: whyy.org/bread
Learn how Lost Bread Co. composes a loaf of bread from the baker, the malter, and the potato broker and taste their unique bites like pretzel shortbread, house-cured cheese and candied potato chips.

Behind the Scenes at Dogfish Head Brewery
November 8, 2018, 5:00 p.m. or 6:30 p.m.
Cannery Village, Milton, DE
Take a dive into Dogfish Head with a tour of the brewery, a sampling of the new restaurant menu and of course a taste of Dogfish Head beers, all while learning about one of the largest craft breweries in the United States.

***

WHYY enriches the lives of people in our community through news, arts, education and civic dialogue. We are the region’s leading PBS/NPR member station and hundreds of thousands of people access our programs and services through television, radio and award winning online properties, including WHYY.org. We also offer more than 75 forums, events, lectures and media education ABOUT programs each year.